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I.INTRODUCTION
Hepatography = Liver & Imaging & X-rays
Hepatograph =Liver & Camera & X-rays
Hepatogram =Liver & Image & X-rays
149
=Image-process
=Image - resulting thing
=Image - apparatus
Imaging
Camera
Image
This paper presents initial ideas on a conceptual morphology in which concepts such as
Fermentation, Fermented, and Fermentable are represented as combinations of a semantic root, in
the example Ferment, with a modifier, in the example process, state/condition, and susceptible to
process, respectively. This makes it possible to generate a large number of concepts from a much
smaller list of semantic roots and modifiers. It also allows for great flexibility in indexing and
searching. The paper gives a preliminary scheme of modifiers and invites ideas from classification
researchers, logicians, and linguists.
Facet analysis identifies the semantic components of a concept and arranges the resulting elements
into facets. For example
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The facets are body part (liver), process (imaging), apparatus (camera in the broad sense of any
imaging device), thing (image, X-rays). This analysis results in great conceptual economy, since a
given set of elemental concepts can be used to express a much larger number of combinations.
Facet analysis also facilitates searching for broad concepts, such as Camera (imaging device)
regardless of type, while still allowing for specific searches - e.g. for X-ray camera - by
combination.
Three of the concepts used in the example, Imaging, Camera, and Image, while belonging to
different facets, share the core meaning of image, which is broader than any of the three concepts.
Some queries require this broad meaning, possibly combined with an imaging principle, such as
X-rays. We can take facet analysis and conceptual economy a step further to support this type of
broad search. We can express a concept such as Imaging by a combination of its semantic root -
Image - with a general modifier, in the example process. Here are the results of such an analysis
for the three sample concepts (semantic roots in italics):
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